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South Kensington Model: Beginnings

“The Ontario School of Art and Design,”
The Globe, October 24, 1876, 2. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As announced in the first public notification in 1876 for the forerunner of OCAD University, instructors sought to integrate the educational principles of the “South Kensington School” into the curriculum.



South Kensington Model: Beginnings
Philosophy of Education (Ontario School of Art)

“The cultivation of the aesthetical faculty is as necessary to the high type of 
civilization as intellectual culture, physical development, and material progress; and the 
love of the beautiful can only be successfully cultivated by a process of education as rigid 
and philosophical as that to which the mental faculties are subjected while under 
training…

The student, in order to be successful, must begin with the most elementary 
principles of his art and master each step as he goes, no matter how uninteresting the 
employment may for some time appear…

Learning to draw perfect straight lines and curves is just as essential to the artists as 
practicing scales and exercises is to the musician, and the teacher who allows himself to 
forget this in order to gratify a whim or caprice of his pupil is unfaithful to this trust.”

“Ontario School of Art,” The Globe, November 6, 1876, 2.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the philosophies of Great Britain’s Government School of Design—later to become the Royal College of Art in 1896—the pedagogical structure offered a modified “industrial revolution” approach to art instruction practices as established two hundred years earlier in the Baroque Academic tradition.  This model loftily held that the “aesthetical faculty is necessary to a “high type of civilization”



South Kensington Model: Beginnings
Core Competencies (Ontario School of Art)

“Drawing is at the foundation of practical education, as reading and writing are of a 
literary education, and is the only universal language. To draw anything we must study it 
with a purpose and thus come to know the thing itself—reading only tells us something 
about it…

There are now four fundamental studies require to fit children for practical life:
1. Reading, because it is the means of teaching and acquiring knowledge.
2. Writing, because it is the means of expressing knowledge.
3. Arithmetic, because it is the means of compiling knowledge and values, and
4. Drawing, because it is the language of form in every branch of industry, 

from the most simple to the most complex.”

Lucius R. O’Brien, “Art Education—A Plea for the Artizan [sic]” Rose Belford’s Canadian Monthly 2, no.5 (May 1879), 585,
http://www.forgottenbooks.com/readbook/Rose-Belfords_Canadian_Monthly_and_National_Review_July-December_v2_1000365043#589 ; 

“Lucius O’Brien,” n.d., Archives of Toronto, Heritage Toronto, http://heritagetoronto.org/lucius-obrien/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the centre of this educational philosophy lay a core principle that drawing, or disegno, was the foundational technical skill required for an education in both the arts and design. Chairman of the Ontario School of Art’s Council Lucius O’Brien highlights this tenet, in an 1879 article on art education in Canada.

http://www.forgottenbooks.com/readbook/Rose-Belfords_Canadian_Monthly_and_National_Review_July-December_v2_1000365043
http://heritagetoronto.org/lucius-obrien/


South Kensington Model: Beginnings
Pedagogy: Elementary 
Class (Ontario College of Art, 
Toronto Normal School, 
1912/13).

Note the use of 
lithographs and other visual 
resources posted on the 
studio’s walls; perhaps 
symbolically a plaster cast is 
visible in another room, but is 
blocked off by a room divider 
from these young students.

Prospectus of The Ontario College of Art: 
Department of Education Building, St. James’s Square: 
For Session 1912-1913, 14
https://archive.org/stream/prospectusofont1314onta
#page/14/mode/1up

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The curriculum was rigidly formulated.  Based on the precedent established in the Baroque academies, students moved progressively from drawing from two dimensional lithographic images (slide 6), to drawing from the antique (slide 7), through to the ultimate goal of drawing from live models (slide 8).  Any aberration from this stage-based approach could comprise the measured development of aesthetic vision.

https://archive.org/stream/prospectusofont1314onta


South Kensington Model: Beginnings
Pedagogy: Antique Class
(Ontario College of Art, 
Toronto Normal School, 
1912/13).

Prospectus of The Ontario College of Art: 
Department of Education Building, St. James’s Square: 
For Session 1912-1913, 16, 
https://archive.org/stream/prospectusofont1314onta
#page/16/mode/1up

https://archive.org/stream/prospectusofont1314onta


South Kensington Model: Beginnings
Pedagogy: Life Class (Ontario 
College of Art, Toronto Normal 
School, 1912/13).

Plaster casts or other 
supporting lithographic images 
have been banished from the 
studio; the final stage of 
advancement in an art 
student’s formal education.

Prospectus of The Ontario College of Art: 
Department of Education Building, St. James’s Square: For 
Session 1912-1913, 16, 
https://archive.org/stream/prospectusofont1314onta#p
age/16/mode/1up

https://archive.org/stream/prospectusofont1314onta


South Kensington Model: Beginnings
Creativity (Ontario School of Art, 1880): 
Critiques

“Our last illustration represents the 
mutual criticism upon which the students 
have to depend out of class hours. It gives 
rise to much discussion, argument, 
quotation, enquiry and origination of ideas.

…It is quite possible to talk too much 
over the work, but there is no denying the 
utility of mental friction. Ideas rubbed 
together sometimes produce a spark of 
truth.”

“The Ontario School of Art,” Canadian Illustrated News 21, no.20 (May 15, 1880), 311, http://eco.canadiana.ca/view/oocihm.8_06230_548/8?r=0&s=1,

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A contemporary account of the fledgling school, published in the Canadian Illustrated News, offers a rare glimpse at the early use of “critiques” which are listed as extra-curricular activities; however, this form of “peer-review” would eventually become fully integrated into the art and design curriculum and, in fact, become a defining characteristic.

http://eco.canadiana.ca/view/oocihm.8_06230_548/8?r=0&s=1


South Kensington Model: Beginnings
Creativity (c.1880)

“Concepts such as ‘originality’ or ‘self-expression’ or ‘creativity’ were 
completely absent from the system… Other words, such as ‘system’ and 
‘grammar’ and ‘method’ and ‘type’ were at the centre of things.

Let us call this the ‘normative’ tradition, the tradition of rules and 
regulations and structures. And let us recognise the technologies of 
information retrieval to support it…which sought to systemise the thinking 
behind the design process into clearly defined and generally applicable 
‘stages’, and to place these within the teaching curriculum.”

Christopher Frayling, “Design at the Royal College of Art: The Head, the Hand and the Heart,” in 
Design of the Times: One Hundred Years of the Royal College of Art, ed. by Christopher Frayling and Claire 
Catterall (London: Richard Dennis; Royal College of Art, 1996), 9.

Linda Nylind, “Sir Christopher Frayling, outgoing head of the Arts Council,” The Guardian, January 
29, 2009, http://www.theguardian.com/culture/charlottehigginsblog/2009/jan/29/artsfunding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Royal College of Art historian Christopher Frayling summarizes the ultimate failings of the education model that sought, in essence, to subvert individual creativity then replace it with an officially sanctioned code of aesthetics; one that might best be qualified as “colonial.“

http://www.theguardian.com/culture/charlottehigginsblog/2009/jan/29/artsfunding


South Kensington Model: Beginnings
What we left behind:
❏ Core Competencies: Drawing

❏ as foundation of “practical education”
❏ Pedagogy

❏ instructor-driven, stage-based learning  approach that diminishes 
creativity

❏ drawing from the antique

What we kept:
❏ Critiques

❏ peer-review mechanisms of the creative process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This denigration of individual Creativity became the tragic flaw in the South Kensington Model.  In essence, the poses, gestures, and forms of Greco-Roman aesthetic ideals became permanently embedded in an artists’ creative vision. The figurative language of the ancient world became a visual grammar that defined the aesthetic syntax of that which could, or conversely could not be depicted through art or design.



The Arts & Crafts: Renaissance at OCA
Philosophy of Education

“The best design is that which proceeds 
from the heart, that which involves all the 
emotions – [it] associates these with the head, 
yet as inferior to the heart; and the hand, yet as 
inferior to the heart and head; and thus brings 
out the whole person.”

John Ruskin quoted in Christopher Frayling, “Design at the Royal College of Art: The Head, the Hand and the Heart,” in Design of the Times: One 
Hundred Years of the Royal College of Art, ed. by Christopher Frayling and Claire Catterall (London: Richard Dennis; Royal College of Art, 1996), 9, 10.

W. & D. Downey, John Ruskin, 29 June 1863, albumen carte-de-visite. (90 mm x 55 mm), National Portrait Gallery, 
www.npg.org.uk/collections/search/portrait/mw122256/John-Ruskin?LinkID=mp03899&role=sit&rNo=14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After many years of financial hardship, a deputation of school instructors, headed by artist George A. Reid, warned that “Ontario had fallen far behind in the teaching and fostering of both fine and industrial art.” Their pleas convinced the Education Minister to fund a reformulated school in 1912, renamed the Ontario College of Art (OCA).   Following reforms implemented at the Royal College of Art in the UK, OCA sought to integrate the Arts and Crafts ethos as enunciated by John Ruskin who advocated a holistic approach to education that should always be a “matter of the head and heart and the hand.” Note, however, how the heart should rule all other faculties.  



The Arts & Crafts: Renaissance at OCA
Pedagogy

“The role of art and design education 
was to theorise the language of 
manufacture – and then, in time, begin to 
conjugate it…

[but] you can’t teach grammar unless 
you also taught at least some usage, or 
‘doing’. To understand design you also had 
to understand how it was produced…”

Christopher Frayling, “Design at the Royal College of Art: The Head, the Hand and the Heart,” in Design of the Times: One Hundred Years of the Royal 
College of Art, ed. by Christopher Frayling and Claire Catterall (London: Richard Dennis; Royal College of Art, 1996), 9, 10.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Overall, this revised approach to aesthetic instruction sought to offer more fluidity in programming; an approach that might be qualified simply as “Fine Arts in a context of design.”



The Arts & Crafts: Renaissance at OCA

The Ontario College of Art: Grange Park, Toronto: Prospectus for Session 1924-1925 https://archive.org/details/prospectusofont2425onta

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Beginning in 1924 with the opening of the Craft House annex, the diversity of artisanal manufactures supported by the new Ontario College of Art coursework more fully embodied the practical goals of the Arts and Crafts movement; where students could explore “haptic learning.”  In order to learn HOW to make things, you had to make things!

https://archive.org/details/prospectusofont2425onta


The Arts & Crafts: Renaissance at OCA
Creativity (Ontario College of Art, 1912)

“All teaching—that is, real teaching, 
based upon reason and good sense—must 
make in its aims to keep the students’ 
individual feeling pure and unspoiled, to 
cultivate it, and bring it to perfection.”

Charles MacDonald Manly, “The Ontario College of Art,” in The Yearbook of Canadian art 1913: 
Literature, Architecture, Music, Painting, Sculpture, Compiled by the Arts & Letters Club of Toronto
(Toronto: J.M.Dent & Sons 1913), 176-177.

“C.M. Manly (A.R.C.A., O.S.A.).Toronto Art Students League,” c. 1886 - 1904, photographer 
unknown, black and white print,  Archives of Ontario, William Colgate collection, 
http://ao.minisisinc.com/scripts/mwimain.dll/14574/2/1/9254?RECORD&DATABASE=IMAGES_WEB

“Students, ca. 1920.” OCAD U Image Database, ARTstor Shared Shelf

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instructor Manly MacDonald’s 1913 summation of the first academic year at OCA, might be best in chronicling the most significant difference in educational philosophy: that aesthetics are now seen as a dialogue between instructor and student.

http://ao.minisisinc.com/scripts/mwimain.dll/14574/2/1/9254?RECORD&DATABASE=IMAGES_WEB


The Arts & Crafts: Renaissance at OCA
What we left behind:
❏ Philosophy of Education

❏ privileging one sense (the heart) over others (the hand or head) 
❏ art becomes too utilitarian at the expense of conceptual visual 

communication
❏ Pedagogy

❏ belief that all art is really only design 

What we kept:
❏ Haptic Learning 

❏ students learn through making; interacting with medium (paints, clay, 
wood, glass, etc.) is fundamental to creative research

❏ Creative Process
❏ is a continuum created through dialogue between instructor and student

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The practical goals of haptic learning threatened to stifle the philosophical power of art in that visual communication was weakened by focusing too intently on the process of creation, rather than the end result of creation.  In short, students knew how to make things, but they were not as skilled in interpreting the cultural significance of what they made.But importantly, the new openness in creative expression remains firmly implanted in our curricular structures.  Aesthetics are still seen as a continuum that develops through dialogue, and critiques become the forum for this interaction to occur.  



Bauhaus: Modernity at OCA

Philosophy of Education (Ontario College of Art, 1957)

“All activities are geared to the idea of education 
through art—that is, not necessarily to train artists or 
even to provide a craft skill, but to open the eyes of 
students to the creative world.

In other words, instruction is only a means to the end 
of education and training of young minds in habits and 
emotional, imaginative and logical intelligence.”

Pearl McCarthy, “All Ontario Forwards Students to Capacity Enrollment at OCA,” The Globe and Mail, August 3, 1957, 18.
Taconis, “Photo of Dorothy Cameron with Pearl McCarthy,”n.d., Index of Canadian Artists (Visual Arts),  www.lareau-law.ca/peintres_1C.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bauhaus pedagogic goals are perhaps best enunciated by Johannes Itten who believed that a true aesthetic education was a matter of training the senses, emotions, and mind.   Toronto art critic Pearl McCarthy’s description of the teaching practices at OCA in 1957 show how Itten’s pedagogic objectives infiltrated the school; so much so that creative vision seemed to be pursued at the expense of the formal training required to become a practicing artist or artisan.



Bauhaus: Modernity at OCA
Pedagogy: Foundation Year

6 month course in two-dimensional  (2D) instruction 
using prints, drawings, photography, collage, etc. to train:

❏ senses
❏ emotions
❏ mind

6 month course in three-dimensional (3D) instruction 
using sculpture, maquettes, objet trouvé, utilitarian objects, 
etc. to train:

❏ senses
❏ emotions
❏ mind

James Elkins, “Histories,” in Why Art Cannot be Taught (Urbana, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2001), 32
Paul Stockmar, “Portrait of Johannes Itten,” n.d.,  Kunstmuseum Bern, Itten-Stiftung http://bauhaus-online.de/en/atlas/personen/johannes-itten

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The introductory “foundation” course—so essential as a grounding educational forum for understanding Bauhaus aesthetic philosophies—was introduced at OCA in 1951.  It first explored design principles using two dimensional (2D) visual materials; once these concepts were mastered, students would then use three dimensional (3D) objects to perfect training of the senses, emotions, and mind.  Notably, the goal was to erase any of these preconceived notions of historic techniques, forms, or aesthetics in order to create a Tabula Rasa (Blank Slate); thereby allowing a “natural” creativity in students to emerge. 

http://bauhaus-online.de/en/atlas/personen/johannes-itten


Bauhaus: Modernity at OCA
Core Competencies: Formalism

“Using works of art from all epochs and civilizations (in black and 
white reproductions and slide projections that were customary at the 
time), the students were to analyse these works and learn to understand 
them. 

By means of mathematics, specifically geometry and algebra, the 
relationship of forms and measurements were to be comprehended 
‘objectively’.”

Core Competencies: Visual Communication
“Language afforded an opportunity for precise, neutral description as 

well as the subjective interpretation of work.”

Michael Siebebrodt, “The Bauhaus in Weimar a School of Creativity and Invention,” in Bauhaus: Art as Life (London: Koenig Books; Barbican Art 
Gallery, 2012), 36.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Bauhaus’s relationship with art history adopted a sort of scientific rationalism that was grounded firmly in formalist principles.  Michael Siebebrodt’s research on Bauhaus educational philosophies, underlines the empirically scientific approach used to parse, measure, and quantify all aspects of form.Thus language, expressed through dialogue at critiques, art criticism, artists’ statements and art writing in general became the lingua franca for the Bauhaus movement.  Art cannot exist purely through visual communication; for without the narratives to describe works, especially non-figurative artworks of abstraction, art inevitably fails in its aesthetic purpose.



Bauhaus: Modernity at OCA
Creativity (c.1955)

“In principle, if not in fact, the learning of art 
became simple: students should learn how to tap 
their unspoilt creativity, guided by immediate 
feeling and emotion and to read their medium, 
obeying its immanent syntax. 

All pedagogues... based their projects and 
programmes on creativity, or rather, on the belief 
that creativity, on the conviction that creativity—
not tradition, not rules and conventions—is the best 
starting point for education.”

“Thierry de Duve,” 2015, Evergreen Art Lecture Series. http://blogs.evergreen.edu/artistlectureseries/page/2/
Thierry de Duve, “When Form has Become Attitude – and Beyond,” in Theory in Contemporary Art Since 1985” (Malden, MA: Blackwell, 20012), 22-23.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Educational theorist Thierry de Duve highlights one of the central flaws of the Bauhaus model:  Ultimately it was too closely aligned with the goals of modernism; in its belief that the past can be erased and that we can aesthetically start anew. Creating a Tabula Rasa (blank slate), was untenable, especially given current Twenty-first century attempts to revive and empower regional and indigenous knowledge systems in what could be called our new post-colonial era. 

http://blogs.evergreen.edu/artistlectureseries/page/2/


Bauhaus: Modernity at OCA
What we left behind:
❏ Philosophy of Education:

❏ belief in the inscrutability of creativity
❏ belief that art school trains students in aesthetics only and not how to 

become practicing artists and designers
❏ Pedagogy:

❏ the regimented Foundation year and its reliance on moving from 2D to 
3D design principles AND the Tabula Rasa: a belief that the Foundation 
year will erase previous aesthetic beliefs and return students’ minds to 
the “blank slate”

❏ Core Competencies:
❏ Formalism, where art is studied through empirical scientific measures 

(line, form, texture, etc.) and not as an expression of culture



Bauhaus: Modernity at OCA
What we kept:
❏ Creative Process:

❏ studio learning needs to involve “emotional, imaginative and logical 
intelligences” and is linked inextricably to individual creative vision

❏ Haptic Learning:
❏ technical and practical aesthetic exercises are honed to train the 

“senses, emotions and mind”
❏ Visual Narratives:

❏ Conceptual ideas and the narratives contextualizing them are the 
central focus of the art experience; the “work of art” happens only 
when communication  occurs between artist and viewer unimpeded by 
historical or tradition-bound social mores



New Ecologies: Brave New World?

Adam Dean, “Newsweek: Ai Weiwei,” n.d., 
http://www.adamdean.net/ai-weiwei/

Ai Weiwei and Larry Warsh, Weiwei-Isms (Princteon, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 2012), 24.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Almost ubiquitously through the art and design instructional world, an embracing of new conceptual artistic modes of creation has certainly shaped coursework and curriculums, so that artistic ideas, theories, and philosophies become a “medium” for artists just as integrally as paint, wood, clay, or glass.Visual and material culture modes of inquiry have exploded traditional aesthetics; rather than asking whether a product of human invention is a “work of art” or a “work of design,” visual culture is, instead, concerned with the question of why we call things “art” or conversely “design.”The very act of looking becomes a form of critique;  where contemporary spectators demand their own right to define what is “real” through a process of “countervisuality.”   In short, the viewer is empowered through a process of complete democracy in aesthetics; a stance free of any overarching professional or curatorial judgments.This latter movement may be seen as giving precedence to the rise of DIY culture, low-brow art, makerspaces, hacker networks; all of which have become new anti-aesthetic movements seeking to further the diffused power structures of the new creative arts milieu.Thus, artist Ai Weiwei’s dictum “everything is art; everything is politics” might be cited as almost the new manifesto for this mode of inquiry.

http://www.adamdean.net/ai-weiwei/


New Ecologies: Brave New World at OCAD U?
Philosophy of Education (OCAD U)

Vision
“OCAD University is Canada’s ‘university of the imagination,’ engaged in 
transformative education, scholarship, research and innovation. OCAD 
University makes vital contributions to the fields of art, design and media 
through local and global cultural initiatives, while providing knowledge and 
invention across a wide range of disciplines.”

Mandate
The OCAD University distinction: 
❏ creativity and innovation.  

“OCAD University Strategic Mandate Agreement Proposal,” Accountability, OCAD 
University, May 1, 2014, http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/documents/sma-2014.pdf

“OCAD University,” Learn and Get It, 2015, http://learn-and-get-
it.blogspot.ca/2015/07/ocad-university.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At present, in response to a deconstructed and radically altered creative arts environment, OCAD University has focused on new academic models exploring the liminal spaces created by imagination and innovation.

http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/documents/sma-2014.pdf
http://learn-and-get-it.blogspot.ca/2015/07/ocad-university.html


New Ecologies: Brave New World at OCAD U?
Core competencies & pedagogy (OCAD U, 2016)

The “New Ecology of Learning” offers a philosophy of values-based 
education rooted in holistic thinking through the formation of an ecology that 
creates “patterns of meaning from often isolated threads.” It identifies six key 
themes:
❏ Interdisciplinarity
❏ New Technology
❏ Sustainability
❏ Diversity
❏ Wellness
❏ Contemporary Ethics

OCAD University Academic Plan, 2011 – 2016, 2 http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/documents/academic-plan.pdf
“Art is Life for College President Sara Diamond [Who] Landed the Job She Dreamed of as a Child,” The Globe and Mail, April 13, 2010,

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/small-business/sb-managing/ontario-art-school-leader-comes-full-circle/article1372160/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The school’s academic plan identifies a “New Ecology of Learning” that offers “a philosophy of values-based education rooted in holistic thinking” through the formation of “an ecology that creates patterns of meaning from often isolated threads.” 

http://www.ocadu.ca/Assets/documents/academic-plan.pdf
http://www.theglobeandmail.com/report-on-business/small-business/sb-managing/ontario-art-school-leader-comes-full-circle/article1372160/


New Ecologies: Brave New World at OCAD U?
What we have inherited from earlier generations:
❏ Critiques (Kensington Model): the peer-review mechanism in the creative 

process
❏ Haptic Learning (Arts & Crafts): to understand how to make things; one has to 

make things! Interacting with medium (paints, clay, wood, glass, etc.) is 
fundamental to creative research

❏ Creativity as Mentorship (Arts & Crafts): aesthetics are a dialogue between 
student and instructor that involves emotional, imaginative and logical 
intelligences

❏ Visual Communication (Bauhaus): conceptual ideas and the narratives 
contextualizing them are the central focus of aesthetic experience; the “work of 
art” happens only when communication occurs between artist and viewer

❏ Wellness (New Ecologies): art and design are critical in developing well being of 
individual, community, our world and our culture



New Ecologies: Brave New World at OCAD U?

At its most basic level, studio-based learning is:

❏ being vulnerable and 

❏ taking risks through trial & error 

❏ in a safe, collegial environment



Library Site Interventions 

Diego Franzoni, Underlining Research, 2006, 
Masking Tape, Mixed Media Installation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Site Interventions in the Library is a program run intermittently from 2006 that emulates studio-based models in information literacy.  At the outset, students attend a seminar in the OCAD Library where guiding library philosophies and organizational practices are presented and, most importantly, critiqued.  Afterwards, as students begin processing ideas, they present a description of their projects to OCAD U reference librarians to ensure that the works do not compromise daily circulation and reference services; a situation that would, in effect, demonstrate a failure to grasp the ultimate objectives of the entire exhibition project.  Finally, we request that final critiques be held in the Library space with the full participation of a reference librarian.  Diego Franzoni used red tape to map a research investigation using our Library collection.  The taped line began on the floor underneath our OPAC catalogue and featured a red dot with another white circle placed inside; a fictional book titled “Underlining Landscape” was printed on the interior circle.  Following the line led viewer-participants to various sections related to topics in architecture, community and social institutions, spatial theories and earth art.



Library Site Interventions 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At these key nodes, the red line was punctuated by red dots similar in size to the initial one; however, as the search progressed the interior white dots grew smaller and smaller, until the final dot—positioned under a chair at a study carrel—featured no interior white spot at all.   Immediately the viewer recognizes that the white dots symbolize Franzoni’s information needs that, through interacting with our collection, are gradually satiated despite the somewhat tangled lines on which they are placed.  Worthy of note, is Franzoni’s recognition that the initial book sought was only the starting point of research when using the print collection.



Library Site Interventions 

Diego Franzoni, Underlining Research, 2006, 
Masking Tape, Mixed Media Installation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In general, experiencing the enormity of the project, that threaded through a significant part of our Library stacks, provided viewers with a fascinating record of a uniquely individual search that we, as librarians, rarely view from beginning to end.  I may express dismay at Franzoni’s rather indirect path, which, sadly, did not include the reference desk, but for him it was a meaningful journey that, as testified by the final blank red dot, fully met his research needs.  References to narrativity are unmistakable given the Aristotelian beginning, middle, and end that Franzoni mapped out.  Our Library space, in this light, serves as a background for ephemeral human stories that weave in and out of the narratives contained in the static print-bound books on our shelves.



Library Site Interventions as Information Literacy

Heather Quinsey, Choose Your Own Research!, 
2007,Polaroid Photography.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Heather Quinsey’s Polaroid installation, titled “Choose Your Own Research” tackled complexities involved in researching, especially when dealing with issues of gender and sexuality.  Conceived as a scavenger hunt, the project led researchers on a route of many potential divergent paths.  The installation began with a Polaroid displayed over our online library catalogue; written below the image were the call numbers—without titles—to a book and an exhibition catalogue located in different sections of the Library. On retrieving either publication, participants discovered that the books explored aspects of sexual diversity.  As well, each book retrieved offered a new Polaroid photograph hidden in between the pages that cited an additional two call numbers.  In reference to subject matter, hiding photographs within the pages of books offers a forceful metaphor of how subjects of sexuality, gender dysphoria, and queer theory are oftentimes kept “secret” from librarians and, furthermore, are “hidden” in the problematic Library of Congress’ HV section, disturbingly titled “Social Pathology, Social and Public Welfares, Criminology.”   Similarly, one of the first publications offered by Quinsey is from our exhibition catalogue collection.  Students interested in artists who present themes of gender or alternate sexualities are unable to browse for materials on this subject as artists are categorized by artistic medium, then by nationality.  Quinsey seems to ask the question: which is more important for LGBTQ2S researchers; nationality or sexuality?  Library of Congress classification practices favor the former in establishing the “aboutness” of these books, yet are these decisions discriminatory?And of course the complete irony of the installation is that participants really are given very few choices in “choosing one’s own research”! Perhaps Quinsey is hinting that if the research had involved a librarian or the reference desk or even the OPAC library catalogue a more dialogic, less secretive research process may occur?  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To begin I’ll introduce our institutional repository, Eprints. It is more recent and  smaller than other repositories in Canada, but it has much potential. It uses Eprints software, which is open source software developed by the University of Southhampton. Since we’re talking about pedagogical models in arts education, I thought I would share some of our electronic theses that make up the backbone of our collection currently. Our most downloaded item is a Major Research Paper called "Lady Gaga and the Other: Persona, Art and Monstrosity." 



DeCoste, P. F. (2014). Dreaming of Bear 
and Crow A Search for Métis Identity
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Interdisciplinary ArtDreaming of Bear and Crow is a thesis and an art project through which the student explores how their emerging Métis identity might be located and expressed through a historical Indigenous dream. It is an example of research-based interdisciplinary studio practice and the resulting exhibition Included installation, paintings on animal skins, book works and video.



Gilmore, B. (2011). Making a Spectacle of 
One’s Self

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DesignThe Making a Spectacle of One’s self similarly combines theoretical research with studio-based practice. Employing theories of aesthetics and semiotics combined with the exhibition of contemporary furniture, this thesis culminated in a social experience in the form of a cocktail bar designed around the themes of the paper. �



Khattab, D. (2015). Rethinking the Grocery 
Store: Inclusive Wayfinding System for Visually 
Impaired Shoppers in Grocery Stores

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Inclusive DesignThis is a project to design an inclusive wayfinding system for grocery stores for visually impaired shoppers. The research approach is based on the literature review and the application of the Delphi method.



Open Access Awareness

Open for 
Collaboration: Open 
Access Week at 
OCAD University

October 21-22, 2015
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Open Access Awareness: Open Access Week and the Statement of Support for Open AccessLast October the advisory group responsible for Scholarly Communications put on OCAD U’s first Open Access Week. The week included panel discussions, presentations, and a screening of the documentary The Internet’s Own Boy, The Story of Aaron Swartz.Participating speakers came from Artexte, University of Toronto, University of Guelph, and York University. Of particular interest was the panel discussion for it showed how Open Access affects – and is perceived – differently among different faculties and departments. For me, it was a good introduction to the university structure at OCAD and led to the opportunity to follow up with faculty in an effort to build up the repository. Following open access week was an ongoing process of sitting down with faculty and looking to collaborate on either a digital project (digitizing a collection) or describing what is involved in archiving publications including matters of copyright, accepted versions, and the non-exclusive license agreement. Faculty perspectivesSome discussions address the tension between studio practice and research endeavours. One challenge is in research metrics: interdisciplinary studio practice does not yield typical research outputs with citation counts and impact factors. Other concerns included large collections. A photography professor was interested in self-deposit in principle, but what about collections of hundreds of images? Batch upload of large image collections was not something we’d encountered before. Other interesting collections being proposed include silversmithing objects, comic books, and exhibition catalogues. From a copyright perspective, our available tools for open access are much more geared toward the research paper, so some disciplines are not as well served when it comes to clearing rights to self-archive. 



Open Access and Art Scholarship vs. STM
What’s different:

❏ No “serials crisis” in art 
scholarship

❏ Art scholarship is not taxpayer 
funded like STM

❏ Image rights

Why open art scholarship?

❏ Increasingly global art world
❏ Public interest in art scholarship
❏ Stagnation in arts-related titles 

by university presses 
Supper at Emmaus, 1601 in “Caravaggio.” Wikipedia, the free 
encyclopedia 20 Apr. 2016. Wikipedia. Web. 26 Apr. 2016.
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Open access in the arts is unique. In a special issue on open access in Art Libraries Journal, Alexander Watkins outlines the ways in which the traditional arguments around open access do not fit neatly to creative disciplines. “In the arts,” he writes, “open access is notably behind the curve.” He goes on to outline the arguments typically given for open access in the STM disciplines that simply do not apply to the arts. 1. Open access is a response to the serials crisisThere is no serials crisis in the arts. The fact is that the average price of art journals is among the lowest of any discipline. Often monographs are more important to arts scholarship than peer-reviewed journal articles.2. The second argument given for open access is the “double-dipping” argument. That is, that the public pays twice for scholarship, once through major research grants, and then again through subscription fees. Watkins argues, however that most public funding for research papers flows to scientific research. 3. For the third difference Watkins quotes major open access figure Peter Suber, who said, “open access will come last to art history,” Indeed a systematic barrier of image rights poses a significant obstacle to open access in art scholarship. Watkins does not, however, take that to mean that open access is not suitable for embrace by by art scholars. We cannot borrow our reasons for open access from the STM disciplines but there are compelling reasons to go open for art scholars. 1. The first reason is globalization. Watkins argues that not only is the art world increasingly global, but that art history is expanding from merely writing on the “Western tradition” and diversifying their coverage to non-Western art. For art scholarship to be confined behind a paywall means that publishing about art in regions in the global south go unread by the very subjects it’s written about. Watkins insists, “the best check on bias and inaccuracy in scholarship is its chance to be widely read and debated, and this is especially true of cross-cultural scholarship.” 2. In addition to this breakdown in cross-cultural art scholarship, Watkins describes the public interest in art scholarship. What is the public interest in art scholarship? He writes, “we have no technological innovations nor medical breakthroughs.” He goes on to argue not only the popularity of blockbuster museum exhibits, but also the role art scholars play in providing insights into the public’s understanding of art. An example he gives is Caravaggio, who was not always a popular figure in museum exhibits. It was first through the scholarly literature that his reputation was resuscitated before he ultimately reached a broader audience. Academic analysis should not be limited to those privileged with access.ReferencesWatkins, A. (2015). Open Access and the Future of Art Scholarship. Art Libraries Journal, 4–7.



Open Access and Art Scholarship vs. STM
What’s different:

❏ No “serials crisis” in art 
scholarship

❏ Art scholarship is not taxpayer 
funded like STM

❏ Image rights

Why open art scholarship?

❏ Increasingly global art world
❏ Public interest in art scholarship
❏ Stagnation in arts-related titles 

by university presses 

Tomlin, Patrick. “Every Man His Book? An Introduction to Open 
Access in the Arts.” Art Documentation: Bulletin of the Art 
Libraries Society of North America 30.1 (2011): 4–11. Print.
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3. In a highly cited study into the state of scholarly publishing in the history of art and architecture from 1993 to 2004, Lawrence McGill found that unlike virtually all other subjects, arts-related titles published by university presses had remained stagnant since the mid-90s. All other subjects saw growth - a 74% increase since 1993. Further there was a decrease in arts titles dealing with the 19th century. Patrick Tomlin writes that while scholarly publishing isn’t and was never meant to be financially feasible as a business model. He writes, “The open access movement, then, does not seek change for the sake of change. Implicit in its call for an alternative to the current system of scholarly publishing is an awareness that that system should not and, in truth, cannot continue to operate as it has in the past, for it places the university in the peculiar position of perpetuating a fragile scholarly ecosystem that erects economic and technological barriers to scholarship created and consumed by its own community.”ReferencesMcGill, L. (2008). The state of scholarly publishing in the history of art and architecture. Connexions, Rice University. Retrieved from http://mountainbunker.org/~maxwell/rup/reports-qoop/mcgill.pdfTomlin, P. (2011). Every Man His Book? An Introduction to Open Access in the Arts. Art Documentation: Bulletin of the Art Libraries Society of North America, 30(1), 4–11.



Source: Registry of 
Open Access 
Repository Material 
Archiving Policies 
(ROARMAP): 
http://roarmap.eprint
s.org/view/country/12
4.html
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Open Access PolicyAt a broader institutional level we have been engaged in attempting to pass a Statement of Support for Open Access, a policy we would like passed by academic senate by the end of the summer. Open access policies, statements, and initiatives go back to 2002 but only in the last five years they have they begun to gain traction in Canada as you can see from this table of research org & funder policies. In “Strategies for Success: Open Access Policies at North American Educational Institutions”, a 2015 survey of 51 North American institutions, Fruin and Sutton classified OA policies into three broad categories:the Harvard model, in which an institution is granted automatic, non-exclusive license to archive faculty research articles in a repository a general statement of encouragementa blend of the twoUnlike in the US, no Canadian University library has a Harvard-style Open Access Policy.References:Fruin, C., & Sutton, S. (2015). Strategies for Success: Open Access Policies at North American Educational Institutions. College & Research Libraries, crl15-809.



Environmental Scan: Canadian 
Universities with Open Access Policies

University of British Columbia University of Toronto (OISE)

University of Calgary University of Windsor

University of Regina York University

University of Saskatchewan Concordia University

University of Victoria University of New Brunswick

Carleton University Queen's University
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Our statement was drafted after a thorough environmental scan of Canadian universities that posted some form of policy on their website. Canadian policies opt exclusively for the general statement of encouragement model.Five of the 13 policies applied only to librarians and archivists. Even some librarian-led policies contain mollifying language such “making the best possible effort” to be open. If librarians embark on an OA policy to set an example for faculty, wouldn’t it be ideal to lead with a Harvard-style agreement? Are some Canadian librarians wary of OA? I still get notices in my inbox when colleagues upload their papers onto commercial, for-profit sites such as academia.edu. Are these librarians also depositing these materials into their institutional repositories? And if not, why not?Not all policies were soft in their language, however. Librarians and archivists at the University of Saskatchewan recognized OA’s potential to bridge the inequality between “rich and poor nations in shared intellectual pursuits” while Concordia approved a senate resolution that sought to “exemplify social responsibility” through OA. The policy passed by the faculty of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education of the University of Toronto (OISE/UT) was among the strongest in terms of wording, underscoring “the importance of equity and access” in their work. While opening up research has many practical dimensions, these institutions stress OA as a moral imperative as well.Not all policies were soft in their language, however. Librarians and archivists at the University of Saskatchewan recognized OA’s potential to bridge the inequality between “rich and poor nations in shared intellectual pursuits” while Concordia approved a senate resolution that sought to “exemplify social responsibility” through OA. The policy passed by the faculty of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education of the University of Toronto (OISE/UT) was among the strongest in terms of wording, underscoring “the importance of equity and access” in their work. While opening up research has many practical dimensions, these institutions stress OA as a moral imperative as well.



Proposed OCADU Statement of Support 

OCAD University recognizes that open access is 
consistent with its  commitment to transformative 
education, scholarship, research and innovation. Therefore 
OC AD Univers ity encourages  all faculty to deposit their 
research and creative outputs  into OC AD Univers ity’s  
Open R esearch repos itory granting non-exclus ive license 
to preserve and disseminate them. 
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And this is the statement in its current draft, though it is subject to revision.It essentially states that open access is consistent with our goals and values as an institution. However my personal hope is that through moving this policy through the institution, it will create increased awareness of our repository. 



The Future: Digital Publishing and Research 
Data Management
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Two initiatives currently under discussion for the future are digital publishing and research data management. 



Learning Zone 

1. Concept - why we do
2. Projects in Practice - what we do 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Learning Zone is one of the newest spaces at the OCAD U Library, opened in the fall of 2009. It was an idea of our LIbrary Director, Jill Patrick, who was inspired after a visit to similar space at the University of Arts London in 2007. The creation of the space was based on a very practical desire to expand our physical Library space, but also to experiment with the concept of the Library as a studio space, in order to reflect the studio-based learning approach of the University and to support multiple learning styles and needs. 



Concept: Purpose

• enrich the student learning 
experience

• provide meaningful extra-
curricular programming

• facilitate access to new forms of 
information

• realize practical training 
opportunities for professional 
practice

Presenter
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Here we see the original purpose of the Learning Zone, as it was envisioned at the conception of the space. As you can see, the intention is to not only support curricular learning, but also learning that students are looking for that is not currently available within the curriculum. 



Concept: Philosophy

• Respond to and support 
needs as they are voiced 
by the community 

• Say yes (within limits)

• Collaborate, not 
duplicate

• Respond to what is 
already happening 
within the community 

• Tap into new wells of 
resources - human and 
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My philosophy for the space is inspired by the role that public libraries have taken as engaged spaces in their communities. I believe that an academic library can serve similar purposes of community building and social engagement within its institution. The model that we operate on is very responsive in that most of the programming and use of the space is grounded in listening to the wants and needs of our community and responding appropriately. We listen by performing local surveys, speaking with students, faculty, and getting feedback from our student staff members and other departments. As much as possible, we try to say yes to everything asked of us (within reason) and as such, we have garnered a reputation as a space where things can happen. We have hosted numerous exhibitions, workshops, book launches, but also more unique events such as: students bringing a karaoke machine into the space to celebrate the end of term, a group of advertising students filming a commercial in the space, a wearable technology fashion show performed among student site installations (pictured). We try to engage with our community outside of the walls of our space; we look at what other departments with similar mandates are doing to support students so that we can join forces, avoid repeating work and save on human and financial resources. 



Concept: Studio - Based Learning 
Methodologies 
❏ Critiques: the peer-review mechanism in the creative process
❏ Haptic Learning: to understand how to make things…you have to make 

things! Technical exercises are critical for training the “senses, emotions & 
mind”

❏ Creativity as Mentorship: aesthetics are a dialogue between student and 
instructor that involves emotional, imaginative and logical intelligences

❏ Visual Communication: Conceptual ideas and the narratives contextualizing 
them are the central focus of the art experience; the “work of art” happens 
only when communication occurs between artist and viewer

❏ Wellness: art and design are critical in developing well being of individual, 
community, our world and our culture

Presenter
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The studio based learning methodologies that inform our curriculum are also present in many of the projects and events that happen in the Learning Zone, as will be discussed in the following slides, with a particular focus on haptic learning and learning through experience. 



Artists Teaching Exhibit
2013 - Organized with students from Art 
Education Experience Lab course

Presenter
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We host exhibitions year-round in the space from a variety of sources (students responding to a call for submissions, Faculty members who want to display a body of student work/projects they are particularly proud of). A few times per year, we have major exhibitions in which students are closely involved with the organization and implementation of the show. This slide shows images from the Artists Teaching Exhibit in 2013, organized with professor Pam Patterson and students from her ADEL class, in which students were tasked with creating artwork that reflected on their personal experiences as educators in various placements. The students experienced haptic learning through organizing the show, installing their work and planning the opening reception and engagement activities for the opening, all experiences that provided them with professional training as exhibiting artists. I created an exhibition catalogue, as we often do for these types of exhibits, to which each student had to contribute an artist statement about their work. This was further professional training in linking their conceptual ideas in text to their visual work. There was also a critique and peer-review component to this event, since other classes visited during the opening, and the exhibiting students had to present their work to the groups and answer questions (pictured). 



Presenter
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Another example of a project done with Pam Patterson and a ADEL class: How are you, OCAD U? Students wanted to reflect and perform research about our community’s experiences of OCAD U as a learning environment. With guidance from myself and their instructor, the students created a list of questions that would get at their curiosities. They created an installation on one of the walls of the Learning Zone, with round pieces of paper with the questions written on them, with pens and pencils available to write answers. They also created a system of sheets of paper and stickers to collect demographic information about respondents. In order to broaden their responses, they also formulated the questions into an online survey. They also conducted anonymous video interviews with similar questions. Rather drafting a report with their data, the students consolidated their research into a mini publication (zine) and 6 tongue-in-cheek manifestos. The manifestos printed in large format and exhibited in the Learning Zone along with the video interviews. This project allowed the students to develop research skills. Response from the community was very positive. One of the manifestos is on permanent display in the LZ (pictured), and all 6 manifestos are on display at our Writing & Learning/Faculty & Curriculum Development Centre. 



Feminist Fomo Nomo
2015 - Exhibit organized by students, with 
support from LZ, Faculty, Student Union, 
WIA Projects, Feminist Art Conference 

Presenter
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Last exhibit to discuss, from Fall of 2015, organized by a group of volunteers including students, a York student, local artists, and staff. The group was mentored by myself and Pam Patterson, but we took a big step back and allowed students to take full responsibility for leadership, including the possibility for failure. I installed the show and created the exhibition catalogue, but the students did everything else, including framing the focus of the exhibit, drafting a call for submission and an online presence, branding, communicating with and selecting artists to participate, and planning the opening reception, including a performance (pictured). 



Zine Library & Workshops

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Zine Library is a collection of alternative periodicals. Many are student made, while others are interesting documents of artistic progression over the years. In the past we have hosted workshops to support the production of zines (bookbinding, screen printing, etc), with a focus on DIY approaches that don’t require a lot of equipment or access to a studio. Most workshops are taught by students, which not only creates opportunities for peer based mentorship, but also gives our workshop leaders a chance to develop professional skills as educators. 



Self Care Zine 
2016 - Zine Collective project  

Presenter
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The Zine Collective is a student group that is facilitated by staff in the Learning Zone. The focus of the group is to share ideas and experience in zine making. This year, the ZIne Collective created a publication about self care for artists and designers. Students involved in this projects had a variety of hands-on learning experiences: preparing artwork for press, risograph printing and book assembly, all while producing an object that could support their wellness and that of other members of our community, 



grOCAD

• Student group, with support provided by LZ staff, OCAD U Faculty 
& researchers 

• Assisted in navigating bureaucratic processes, collecting 
knowledge and reflecting/recording past experience 

• Learning through inspiration & iteration

Presenter
Presentation Notes
GrOCAD is another student group which has received a lot of support from the Learning Zone. The group was started by students and staff with an interest in sustainability, in relation to urban and indoor gardening, food security, waste management and many other related issues. The Learning Zone was able to initially support the group by allowing space for them to experiment and play with these ideas, through their first hydroponic gardening project, the Window Farm (based on an existing model from a New York artist, with a rich online community). We were a cross disciplinary group and there was no studio space that students with these interests could use to physically enact these ideas. As staff, we were also able to support and advise the students in how to respond and adapt to the bureaucratic processes of the Univeristy. Initially there was a lot of concern from various departments about the safety of the system, how students would manage the mixture of water and electricity, concerns about what would be grown in the system, etc. Over time, the students have developed skills in describing projects to achieve successful proposals for grants and exhibitions. 



Presenter
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GrOCAD is a grassroots process of research and development, through which students learn by asking questions, finding relevant information and testing things out. (Pictured: first window farm project, version 1)
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Version 1 of the Window farm on the left. One the right, version 2, with larger planters and different hanging mechanism, which created more grow space for plants and allows for water to pour onto growing medium rather than on top of plants. The process is highly iterative. Students learn by experience and necessity, as they discover problems with their designs, they need to research and implement solutions and revised designs. Much like techniques learned and developed in the studio, each step is a result of preceding decisions. Version 3 of the window farm is currently in progress.
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The Pedal Farm project, in which students were interested in creating a hydroponic system that did not require electricity to pump water to the plants. On the left is an initial sketch which envisions foot pedals. The final design used bicycle power and was installed as part of the Grow Op exhibition at the Gladstone Hotel. 
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Finally, the aqua farm project - the hydroponic becomes aquaponic with the addition of a fish tank in place of a water reservoir. The fish produce fertilizer for the plants and the plants filter the water for fish, creating a closed loop system that mimic the efficiency of nature. Student design sketch on the left. First installation, with planned three tiers of plants, at OCAD U’s On Site Gallery. 
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The aqua farm was later permanently moved into the Learning Zone. The design was revised to one tier of plants to make adding lights easier. On the right, is the most current iteration, with the top tier expanded to provide additional space for more plants. Unlike exhibitions, workshops and publications, these projects are ongoing and as such, require a lot of flexibility and support from staff to keep them going. Our student group is very engaged, but student involvement and availability is subject to the demands of their courses. During exam times, summer term, etc. staff need to step in to do more work to support the systems, but the learning opportunities for students and the health and wellness benefits to our learning environment make the work well worth it. 



Scholartistry

The art and craft of:
• creating exciting arts-related work that is 

transnational in process and 
representation, and regenerational in 
possibilities and influence

• offering insights into the nature of 
journeys anticipated, experienced, and 
reflected upon.

J. Gary Knowles and Sara Promislow, “Inspiration to Imagine: An Invitation and 
Introduction,” in Creating Scholartistry: Imagining the Arts-Informed Thesis or Dissertation 
(Halifax, NS: Backalong Books, 2008), 2.



Thank you!

Daniel Payne: dpayne@ocadu.ca

Chris Landry: clandry@ocadu.ca

Marta Chudolinska: mchudolinska@ocadu.ca
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